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Abstract
We propose a new class of determinantal
point processes (DPPs) which can be manipulated for inference and parameter learning
in potentially sublinear time in the number
of items. This class, based on a specific lowrank factorization of the marginal kernel, is
particularly suited to a subclass of continuous DPPs and DPPs defined on exponentially many items. We apply this new class to
modelling text documents as sampling a DPP
of sentences, and propose a conditional maximum likelihood formulation to model topic proportions, which is made possible with
no approximation for our class of DPPs. We
present an application to document summarization with a DPP on 2500 items.
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Introduction

Determinantal point processes (DPPs) show lots of
promises for modelling diversity in combinatorial problems, e.g., in recommender systems or text processing
[19, 11, 13], with algorithms for sampling [16, 2, 23, 24]
and likelihood computations based on linear algebra
[25, 10, 20].
While most of these algorithms have polynomial-time
complexity, DPPs are too slow in practice for large
numbers N of items to choose a subset from. Simplest algorithms have cubic running-time complexity
and do not scale well to more than N = 1000. Some
progress has been made recently to reach quadratic or
linear time complexity in N when imposing low-rank
constraints, for both learning and inference [26, 10].
This is not enough, in particular for applications in
continuous DPPs where the base set is infinite, and
for modelling documents as a subset of all possible
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sentences: the number of sentences, even taken with a
bag-of-word assumption, scales exponentially with the
vocabulary size. Our goal in this paper is to design a
class of DPPs which can be manipulated (for inference
and parameter learning) in potentially sublinear time
in the number of items N .
In order to circumvent even linear-time complexity, we
consider a novel class of DPPs which relies on a particular low-rank decomposition of the associated positive
definite matrices. This corresponds to an embedding
of the N potential items in a Euclidean space of dimension V . In order to allow efficient inference and
learning, it turns out that a single operation on this
embedding is needed, namely the computation of a
second-order moment matrix, which would take time
(at least) proportional to N if done naively, but may
be available in closed form in several situations. This
computational trick makes a striking parallel with positive definite kernel methods [27, 28], which use the
“kernel trick” to work in very high dimension at the
cost of computations in a smaller dimension.
In this paper we make the following contributions:
– Leveraging on the work of [18], we propose in Section 3 a new class of DPPs which is based on a
particular low-rank factorization of the marginal
kernel. Through the availability of a particular
second-moment matrix, the complexity for inference and learning tasks is polynomial in the rank
of the factorization and thus often sublinear in
the total number of items (with exact likelihood
computations).
– As shown in Section 4, these new DPPs are particularly suited to a subclass of continuous DPPs
(infinite number of items), such as on [0, 1]m , and
DPPs defined on the V -dimensional hypercube,
which has 2V elements.
– We propose in Section 5 a model of documents as
sampling a DPP of sentences, and propose a conditional maximum likelihood formulation to model topic proportions. We present an application
to document summarization with a DPP on 2500
items.
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Review of DPPs

In this work, for simplicity, we consider a very large
finite set X , with cardinality |X | = N , following [20].
In several places, we will consider an infinite set (see,
e.g., Section 3.4) [2, 21].
X

A DPP on a set X is a probability measure on 2 , the
set of all subsets of X . It can either be represented
by its marginal kernel K(x, y) or by an L-ensemble [6]
L(x, y), for x, y ∈ X , which we refer to as the “Krepresentation” and the “L-representation”. In this
paper, K and L will be N × N matrices, with elements K(x, y) and L(x, y) for x, y ∈ X . Both K and
L are potentially large matrices, as they are indexed
by elements of X .
A sample X drawn from a DPP on X is a subset of X ,
X ⊆ X . In the “K-representation” of a DPP, for any
set A ⊂ X , we have:
P(A ⊆ X) = det KA ,
where KA is the matrix of size |A| × |A| composed
of pairwise evaluations of K(x, y) for x, y ∈ A. If we
denote by “4” the positive semidefinite order on symmetric matrices (i.e., A 4 B ⇔ (B − A) is positive
semidefinite), the constraint on K is 0 4 K 4 I so
that the DPP is a probability measure.
In the “L-representation”, for any set A ⊂ X , we have
P(X = A) =

det LA
, with L < 0.
det(I + L)

(1)

Given a DPP and its two representations L and K,
we can go from L to K as K = I − (I + L)−1 and
vice-versa as L = K(I − K)−1 . The L-representation
only exists when K ≺ I, where “≺” denotes the
positive definite order of symmetric matrices (i.e.,
A ≺ B ⇔ (B − A) is positive definite). We denote by
DPP(K, L) the DPP defined by the matrices (K, L)
such that L = K(I − K)−1 .
Several tasks can be solved, e.g., marginalization,
conditioning, etc., that are either easy in the Lrepresentation or in the K-representation. For instance, (conditional) maximum likelihood when observing sets is easier in the L-representation, as the
likelihood of an observed set A ⊆ X is directly obtained with L through Eq. (1). Conversely, the expected number of selected items, E[|X|] for a DPP(K, L)
is easily computed with K as E[|X|] = tr K [20].
The DPPs model aversion between items. For instance, if X is drawn from a DPP(K, L), the probability that items i and j are together included in X is
P({i, j} ⊆ X) = Kii Kjj − (Kij )2 .

This probability then decreases with similarity Kij between item i and item j. This key aversion property
makes DPPs useful to document summarization (see
Section 5) where we want to select sentences that covers the most the document while avoiding redundancy.
Approximate computations.
In practice, the
key difficulty is to deal with the cubic complexity in |X | of the main operations — determinants
and computations of inverses. A low-rank model
for the DPP matrix L is proposed in [20], namely
L(x, y) = q(x)hφ(x), φ(y)iq(y), where q(x) ∈ R+ corresponds to a “quality” measure of x and φ(x) ∈ Rr ,
kφ(x)k = 1 corresponds to the “diversity” feature (or
embedding) of x. In matrix notations, we have
L = Diag(q)ΦΦ> Diag(q). In particular, they show
that most of the computations are based on the matrix C = Φ> Diag(q 2 )Φ ∈ Rr×r . As Φ ∈ RN ×r , they
achieve an overall complexity O(N r2 ). In their application to document summarization, they only parameterize and learn the “quality” vector q, fixing the
diversity features Φ, whereas we also parameterize and
learn Φ.
More recently, a low rank factorization of L
(L = U U > , with U ∈ RN ×r ) is proposed in [10] and
accelerated stochastic gradient ascent is applied to the
log-likelihood of observed sets for learning U . They
achieve a linear complexity in N as O(N r2 ). A Kronecker factorization of L as L = L1 ⊗ L2 where ⊗ is
the Kronecker product, Li ∈ RNi ×Ni and N = N1 N2 is
considered in [26]. A fixed point method (with the Picard iteration) is used to maximize the likelihood, that
consists in alternatively updating L1 and L2 with
√ a
computational complexity O(N 3/2 ) if N1 ≈ N2 ≈ N .
However, when the set X is very large (e.g., exponential) or infinite, even linear operations in N = |X | are
intractable. We use a similar property than the structured DPP [18], i.e., the fact that the moment matrix
can be computed efficiently even for large structured spaces. However, [18] uses a specific form for the matrix
L which does not allow learning any parameter. More
specifically, they only consider matrices of the form
L(x, y) = φ(x)T Aφ(y) with A is fixed to identity and
thus cannot learn any embedding by maximum likelihood, which is the goal of this paper. Moreover, our
formulation also allows us to tackle continuous DPP
through orthonormal basis based expansions (see Section 4.1 for details), which is not possible with the
structured DPP model.
In the next sections, we provide a representation of
the matrices L and K together with an optimization
scheme that makes the optimization of the likelihood
tractable even when the set X is too large to perform
linear operations in N = |X |.
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A Tractable Family of Kernels

We consider the matrices decomposed as a sum of the
identity matrix plus a specific low-rank term, where
the column-space of the low-rank term is fixed. We
show that if K is in the family (with its additional
constraint that K ≺ I), so is L, and vice-versa.
3.1

Low-rank family

We consider a feature map φ : X → RV , a probability
mass function p : X → R+ , a scalar σ ∈ R+ and a
symmetric matrix B ∈ RV ×V . The kernel K(x, y) is
constrained to be of the form:
K(x, y) = σ1x=y + p(x)1/2 φ(x)> Bφ(y)p(y)1/2 . (2)

In the general case, computing such an expectation
would be (at least) linear time in N , but throughout
the paper, we assume this is available in polynomial
time in V (and not in N ). As shown in Section 4,
many standard distributions satisfy this property.
Note that this resembles the kernel trick, as we are
able to work implicitly in a Euclidean space of dimension N while paying a cost proportional to V . In our
document modelling example, we will have N = 2V ,
and hence we achieve sublinear time.
We can compute other statistics of the DPP when K, L
belong to the presented family of matrices. For instance, the expected size of a set X drawn from the
DPP represented by K, L is:

In matrix notation, this corresponds to

E[|X|] = tr K = σ|X | + tr (BΣ) .

(4)

K = σI + Diag(p)1/2 ΦBΦ> Diag(p)1/2 ,
with Φ ∈ R|X |×V and B ∈ RV ×V . With additional
constraints detailed below, this defines a valid DPP,
for which the L-representation can be easily derived
in the form
L(x, y) = α1x=y + p(x)1/2 φ(x)> Aφ(y)p(y)1/2 ,

(3)

with α ∈ R+ and A ∈ RV ×V . The following proposition is a direct consequence of the Woodbury matrix
identity:
Proposition 1 The kernel K defined in Eq. (2) is a
valid DPP if
(a) σ ∈ [0, 1],
(b) 0 4 B 4 (1 − σ)(Φ> Diag(p)Φ)−1 .
It corresponds to the matrix L defined in Eq. (3) with
 −1
−1
1
1
α
and B = (α+1)
+ α+1
Φ> Diag(p)Φ .
σ = α+1
2 A
Moreover, we may use the matrix determinant lemma
to obtain
det(L + I)

=

det[(α + 1)I] det[A]


1
× det A−1 +
Φ> Diag(p)Φ ,
α+1

which is expressed through the determinant of a V ×V
matrix (instead of N × N ).
We may also go from L to K as α =
 −1
−1
1
1
A = (1−σ)
− 1−σ
Φ> Diag(p)Φ .
2 B
3.2

σ
1−σ

and

Tractability

From the identities above, we see that a sufficient condition for being able to perform the computation of L
and its determinant is the availability of the matrix
X
Σ = Φ> Diag(p)Φ =
p(x)φ(x)φ(x)> ∈ RV ×V .
x∈X

Given φ(x), the parameters are the distribution p(x)
on X , A ∈ RV ×V and α ∈ R+ . If X is very large,
it is hard to learn p(x) from observations and p(x) is
thus assumed fixed. We also have to assume that α is
proportional to 1/|X | or zero when X is infinite as the
α
|X |, must be finite.
first term of E[|X|] in Eq. (4), α+1
3.3

Additional low-rank approximation

If V is large, we use a low-rank representation for A:
A = γI + U Diag(θ)U > ,

(5)

with γ ∈ R+ , θ ∈ Rr+ and U ∈ RV ×r . All the exact operations on L are then linear in V , i.e., as O(V r2 ). See
details in Appendix D. Moreover, the parameter θ can
either be global or different for each observation, which
gives flexibility to the model in the case where observations come from different but related DPPs on X .
For instance, in a corpus of documents, the distance
between words (conveyed by U ) may be different from
one document to another (e.g., field and goal may be
close in a sport context, not necessary in other contexts). This can be modelled through θ as topic proportions of a given document (see Section 5).
Note that the additional low-rank assumption (5)
corresponds to an embedding x ∈ X 7→ U > φ(x) ∈ Rr ,
where φ(x) is fixed and U is learned. When V  N ,
the gain in complexity compared to O(N r2 ) [10] or
O(N 3/2 ) [26] is significant. For instance, if we consider the ground set X = {0, 1}V , we have V = log2 (N ).
The operations on L with our formulation
 are then
sublinear in N = 2V , i.e., as O log2 (N )r2 . This complexity allows us to treat much larger problems i.e.,
V  20 for X = {0, 1}V that are intractable with
previously achieved complexities.
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3.4

Infinite X

Although we avoid dealing rigorously with continuousstate DPPs in this paper [2, 1, 4], we note that when
dealing with exponentially large finite sets X or infinite
sets, we need to set σ = α = 0 to avoid infinite (or
too large) expectations for the numbers of sampled
elements (which we use in experiments for N = 2V ).
Note moreover, that in this situation, we have the kernel K(x, y) = p(x)1/2 φ(x)> Bφ(y)p(y)1/2 and thus the
rank of the matrix K is at most V , which implies that
the number of sampled elements has to be less than V .
This is not an issue in our experiments as V corresponds to the vocabulary size and we do not encounter
documents with more than V sentences.
We can sample from the very large DPP as soon as we
can sample from a distribution on X with density proportional to p(x)φ(x)> Aφ(x). Indeed, one can sample
from a DPP by first selecting the eigenvectors of L,
each with probability λi /(λi + 1)—where the λi ’s are
the eigenvalues of L—and then projecting the canonical basis vectors—one per item—on this subset of
eigenvectors. The density for selecting the first item is
proportional to the squared norm of the latter projection (see Algorithm 1 of [20] for more details). Given
our fomula for L, all the required densities can be expressed as being proportional to p(x)φ(x)> Aφ(x). In
our simulations, we use instead a discretized scheme.
3.5

Learning parameters with maximum
likelihood

In this section, we present how to learn the parameters
of the model, corresponding to the matrix A.
We have access to the likelihood through observations. We denote by X1 , . . . , XM , with Xi ⊆ X ,
the observations drawn from a density µ(X). Each
set Xi is a set of elements Xi = {xi1 , . . . , xi|Xi | }, with
xij ∈ X . We denote by `(X|L) the log-likelihood
of a set X given a DPP matrix L. Our goal is to
maximize the expected log-likelihood under µ, i.e.,
Eµ(X) [`(X|L)]. As we have access to µ through observations, we maximize an estimation of Eµ(X) [`(X|L)],
PM
1
i.e., L(L) = M
i=1 `(Xi |L). As the log-likelihood of
a set X is `(X|L) = log det LX − log det(L + I), our
objective function becomes:
L(L) =

M
1 X
(log det LXi − log det(I + L)) .
M i=1

(6)

In the following, we assume p fixed and we only learn A
in its form (5).
In practice we minimize a penalized objective,
i.e., for our parameterization of A in Eq. (5),

F (L) = −L(L) + λR(U, θ), where L is the loglikelihood of a train set of observations [Eq. (6)] and
R is a penalty function. We choose the penalty
R(U, θ) =P
kθk1 + kU k21,2 where k.k1 is the `1 norm and
r
kU k1,2 = i=1 kui k2 , where k.k2 is the `2 norm and ui
is the i-th column of U . The group sparsity norm k.k21,2
allows to set columns of U to zero and thus learn the
number of columns.
This is a non non-convex problem made non smooth
by the group norm. Following [22], we use BFGS to
reach a local optimum of our objective function.

4

Examples

In this section, we review our three main motivating
examples: (a) orthonormal basis based expansions applicable to continuous space DPPs; (b) standard orthonomal embedding with X = {1, . . . , N } and (c) exponential set X = {0, 1}V for applications to document modelling based on sentences in Section 5.
4.1

Orthonormal basis based expansions

We consider a fixed probability distribution p(x) on X
and an orthonormal basis of the Euclidean space of
square integrable (with respect to p) functions on X .
We consider φ(x)i as the value at x of the i-th basis
function. Note that this extends to any X , even not
finite by going to Hilbert spaces.
We consider A = Diag(a) and B = Diag(b) two diagonal matrices in RV ×VP
. Since φ(x) is an orthonormal
basis, we have: Σ = x∈X p(x)φ(x)φ(x)> = I, with
a similar result for any subsampling of φ(x) (that is
keeping a subset of the basis vectors).
For example, for X = [0, 1], p(x) the uniform distribution, α = 0 and φ(x) the cosine/sine basis, we obtain
the matrix L(x, y) = φ(x)> Diag(a)φ(y) which is a 1periodic function of x − y, and we can thus model any
of these functions. This extends to X = [0, 1]m by
tensor products, and hyperspheres by using spherical
harmonics [3].
Truncated Fourier basis.
In practice, we
consider the truncated Fourier orthonormal baV
sis of R√
with V = 2d + 1, that√ is, φ1 (x) = 1,
φ2i (x) = 2 cos(2πix) and φ2i+1 = 2 sin(2πix), for
i ∈ {1, . . . , d} and x ∈ X . If A = Diag(a) is diagonal,
then L(x, y) = φ(x)> Diag(a)φ(y) is a 1-periodic function of x−y, with only the first d frequencies, which allows us to learn covariance functions which are invariant by translation in the cube. We could also use the
K-representation, but the log-likelihood maximization
is easier in the L-representation.
We use this truncated basis to optimize the log-
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likelihood L(L) on finite observations [Eq. (6)] , i.e.,
Xi ⊆ X and |Xi | < ∞. In particular, the normalization constant is computed efficiently with
QV this representation of L as we have det(L + I) = i=1 (ai + 1).
Non-parametric estimation of the stationary
covariance function. We may learn any 1-periodic
function of x − y for L(x, y) or K(x, y) and we do so
by choosing the truncated Fourier basis of size V , we
could also use positive definite kernel techniques to
perform non-parametric estimation.
Running time complexity. For general continuous
ground set X = [0, 1]m , with m ≥ 1, the running time
complexity is still controlled by V = (2d+1)m , d corresponding to the number of selected frequencies in each
dimension of the Fourier basis (with a ∈ RV ). The
value of d may be adjusted to fit the complexity in
O(V κ3 ) or O(dm κ3 ), where κ is the size of the biggest
observation (i.e., the largest cardinality of all observed
sets).
4.2

The tractability of our model is extended to the
case X = NV with Poisson variables. Indeed, if
QV e−λi λxi
p(x) = i=1 xi ! i for x ∈ NV , the expectation
of xx> over X is Σ = Diag(λ) + λλ> .
Note that the tractability of the model is not restricted
to these two examples of p(x) (Bernouilli and Poisson)
and can be easily extended to other distributions p(x)
(e.g., Gaussian) combined with other features φ(x).
The distribution p(x) corresponds to a prior knowledge
on the considered items.
Given these examples, we assume in the rest of the
paper that:
X
Σ=
p(x)xx> = Diag(ν) + µµ> .
x∈X

Standard orthonormal embeddings

In this section, we consider DPPs on the set
X = {1, . . . , V } (i.e., N = V ). We choose the standard orthonormal embedding, that is Φ = I which
gives L = αI + U Diag(θ)U > , taking γ = 0 in Eq. (5).
For this particular model, the complete embedding
ΦU = U is learned and the distribution p(x) is included in U . This is only possible when V is small.
This model is suited to item selection, where groups
of items are observed (e.g., shopping baskets) and we
want to learn underlying embeddings of these items
(through parameter U ). Again, the size of the catalog V may be very large. Note that unlike existing
methods leveraging low-rank representations of DPPs
[26, 10], the parameter θ in our representation can be
different for each observation, which makes our model
more flexible.
4.3

If the independent Bernoullis are exchangeable, i.e.,
all π’s are equal, we have Σ = π(1 − π)I + π 2 11> .
Note that we can use the real numbers πi as prior
information, for instance by setting them to empirical
frequencies of each word.

Exponential set X = {0, 1}V

In this section, we consider DPPs on the set
X = {0, 1}V . For large values of V , direct operations
on matrices L, K may be impossible as X is exponential, |X | = 2V . In particular, we consider the model
V
where φ(x) = x, i.e., Φ ∈ R2 ×V (in other words we
V
V
simply embed {0, 1} in R ).
As mentioned above, the tractability of the
DPP(L, K) on P
X = {0, 1}V depends on the expectation Σ = x∈X p(x)xx> .
For particular
distributions p(x), Σ can be computed in closed form.
For instance, if p(x) corresponds to V independent
QV
Bernouillis, i.e., p(x) = i=1 πixi (1 − πi )1−xi , the
expectation quantity is Σ = Diag(π(1 − π)) + ππ > .

The complexity of operations on the matrix L with this
structure is O(V r2 ) — instead of O(2V r2 ) if working
directly with L; see Appendix D for details. If we use
the factorization of Σ above:


1
α V
2 +
tr Diag(ν) + µµ>
tr K =
α+1
(α + 1)2
 1
−1 
>
−1
×
(Diag(ν) + µµ ) + A
.
α+1
This identity suggests that we replace α by α2−V in
order to select a finite set X ⊆ X . For large values
of V , α = 0 is the key choice to avoid infinite number
of selected items.

5

DPP for document summarization

We apply our DPP model to document summarization. Each document X is represented by its sentences,
X = (x1 , . . . , x|X| ) with xi ∈ X = {0, 1}V . The variable V represents the size of the vocabulary, i.e., the
number of possible words. A sentence is then represented by the set of words it contains, ignoring their
exact count and the order of the words. We want to
extract the summary of each document as a subset of
observed sentences. We use the structure described in
Section 3.1 to build a generative model of documents.
V
V
Let K ∈ R2 ×2 be the marginal kernel of a DPP on
the possible sentences X . We consider that the summary Y ⊆ X of document X is generated from the
DPP(K, L) as follows:
1. Draw sentences X = (x1 , . . . , x|X| ) from DPP represented by L,
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10 1
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(a) DPP.

(b) I.i.d.

Figure 1: Comparison of points drawn from a DPP
(left) independently from uniform distribution (right).
2. Draw summary Y ⊆ X from DPP represented
by LX .
In practice, we observe a set of documents and we
want to infer the word embeddings U and the topic
proportions θ for each document. In the following we
consider that α and γ are fixed. We also denote by
L(U, θ) ≡ L(L) the log-likelihood of observations (6)
for simplicity as our DPP matrix L is encoded by U
and θ.
The intuition behind this generative model is that the
sentences of a document cover a particular topic (the
topic proportions are conveyed by the variable θ) and
it is very unlikely to find sentences that have the same
meaning in the same document. In this sense, we want
to model aversion between sentences of a document.
Parameter learning.
As explained in Section 4.3, we assume Σ = Diag(ν) + µµ> .
The
log-likelihood of an observed document X is
`(X|L) = log det LX − log det(L + I). The computation of the second term, log det(L + I), is untractable
to compute in reasonable time for any L when V ≥ 20,
V
V
since L ∈ R2 ×2 . We can still compute this value exactly for structured L coming from our model with
complexity O(V r2 ) (see Appendix D for details).
We infer the parameters U and θ by optimizing our
objective function F (U, θ) = −L(U, θ) + λR(U, θ)
with respect to U and θ alternatively. In practice,
we perform 100 iterations of L-BFGS for the function U 7→ F (U, θ) and 100 iterations of L-BFGS
for each function θi 7→ F (U, θ), for i = 1, . . . , M .
The optimization in U can also be done with
stochastic gradient descent (SGD) [7], using
a mini-batch Dt of observations at iteration t:
U ← U − ρt Gt (U
P), with Gt (U ) the unbiased gradient
Gt (U ) = − |D1t | i∈Dt ∇U `(Xi |L(U, θi )) + λ∇U R(U, θ).

6
6.1

Experiments
Datasets

We run experiments on synthetic datasets generated
from the different types of DPPs described above. For

10

20
30
Iteration
2

40

50

Figure 2: Continuous set [0, 1] . Distance (L∗ − L) in
log-likelihood.
all the datasets, we generate the observations using
the sampling method described by [20] (Algorithm 1
page 16) and perform the evaluation for 10 different datasets. This method draws exact samples from
a DPP matrix L and its eigendecomposition (which
requires N to be less than 1000). For the evaluation
figures, the mean and the variance over the 10 datasets
are respectively displayed as a line and a shaded area
around the mean.
Continuous set [0, 1]m . We describe in Section 4.1
a method to learn from subsets drawn from a DPP
on a continuous set X . As sampling from continuous
DPPs is not straightforward and approximate [2],
we consider a discretization of the set [0, 1]2 into
the discrete set {0, 1/N, . . . , (N − 1)/N }2 .
Note
that this discretization only affects the sampling
scheme. We generate a dataset from the ground set
X = {0, 1/N, . . . , (N − 1)/N }2 with the DPP represented by L(x, y) = φ(x)> Diag(a)φ(y) , with embed2
ding φ(x) ∈ RN the discrete Fourier basis of (RN )2 ,
i.e., for (i, j) ∈ {1, . . . , N }2 , φ(x)
√ i,j = ψ(x1 )i ψ(x2 )j
and
with
ψ(z)√1 = 1,
ψ(z)2k = 2 cos(2πkz)
ψ(z)2k+1 = 2 sin(2πkz), for k = 1, . . . , (N − 1)/2.
With notations of Section 4.1 we have V = N 2 . For
2
(i, j) ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1} , we set a(i,j) = Ci Cj ãi ãj , with
√
C0 = 1, ã0 = 1 and Ci = 1/ 2, ãi = 1/iβ for i ≥ 1.
We choose N = 33 (i.e., V = N 2 = 1069) and β = 2
for the experiments. We present in Figure 1 two
samples: a sample drawn from the DPP described
above and a set of points that are i.i.d. samples
from the uniform distribution on X . We observe
aversion between points of the DPP sample that are
distributed more uniformly than points of the i.i.d.
samples.
Items set. We generate observations from the ground
set X = {1, . . . , V }, which corresponds to the matrix
L = αI + U Diag(θ)U > . For these observations, we set
V = 100, r = 5, α = 10−5 . For each dataset, we generate U and θ randomly with different seeds accross
the datasets.
Exponential set. We generate observations from the
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Figure 3: (a,b) Performance for ground set X = {1, . . . , V } as a function of r; same θ for all the observations.
(c) Performance for ground set X = {0, 1}V as a function of r with a different θ for each observation.
ground set X = {0, 1}V with φ(x) = x. In this case,
we set V = 10, r = 2, α = 10−5 , γ = 1/V . As we need
V
V
the eigendecomposition of L ∈ R2 ×2 for sampling,
we could not generate exact samples with higher orders
of magnitude for V . However, we can still optimize
the likelihood for ground sets with large values of V
and we run experiments on real document datasets,
where the size of the vocabulary is V = 500, which
means |X | = 2500 ≈ 10150 .
For both ground sets X = {1, . . . V } and X = {0, 1}N ,
we consider two types of datasets: one dataset where
all the observations are generated with the same DPP matrix L and another dataset where observations
are generated with a different matrix L(θi ) for each
observation. For the second type of dataset, the embedding U is common to all the observations while the
variable θi differs from one observation to another.
Real dataset. We consider a dataset of 100,000
restaurant reviews and minimize the objective function F (U, θ) mentioned above. We first remove the
stopwords using the NLTK toolbox [5]. Among the
remaining words, we only keep the V = 500 most frequent words of the dataset. After filtering, the average
number of sentences per review is 10.5 and each sentence contains on average 4.5 words. We use the proposed DPP structure to (1) learn word embedding U
from observations and (2) extract a summary for each
review using the model of Section 5. Given a document
X, the inferred parameters U and θ(X) and the corresponding DPP matrix L, we extract the l sentences
summarizing the document X by solving the following
maximization:
Y ∗ ∈ arg

max

Y ⊆X, |Y |=l

det(LY )
.
det(LX + I)

In practice we use the greedy MAP algorithm [12] to
extract the summary Yb of document X, as an approximation of the MAP Y ∗ with the usual submodular
maximization approximation guarantee [17].

6.2

Evaluation

We evaluate our optimization scheme with two metrics. First, we compare the log-likelihood on the test
set obtained with the inferred model L to the test loglikelihood with the model that generated the data L∗ .
We use this metric when the data is generated with a
single set of parameters over the dataset (i.e., the same
DPP matrix L is used to generate all the observations) as in such case the difference of test log-likelihood
between two models (L∗ − L) is an estimation of the
Kullback-Leibler divergence between the two models.
We also consider a distance between the inferred embedding U and the embedding that generated the data U ∗ . As the performance is invariant to any permutation of column in the matrix U (together with
indices of θ) and to a scaling factor — both (U, θ) and
( √1γ U, γθ) correspond to the same DPP matrix L — we
consider the following distance that compares the lin∗
ear space produced with U ∈ RV ×r and U ∗ ∈ RV ×r :
D(U, U ∗ ) = kU (U > U )−1 U > U ∗ − U ∗ kF /kU ∗ kF ,
where k.kF is the Frobenius norm. This distance is
invariant to scaling and rotation and is equal to zero when U and U ∗ span the same space in RV . In
particular, if we generate randomly the r columns of
Z ∈ RV ×r , the expectation of the distance to U ∗ is
EZ [D(Z, U ∗ )] = 1 − Vr . We display this quantity as
“chance” in the following. As the number of column∗
s in U ∈ RV ×r and U ∈ RV ×r is different, we can
not use losses similar to what is used in independent
component analysis [15]. The distance D(U, U ∗ ) seems
appropriate here as it measures if we recover the correct subspace for a sufficiently small rank and allows
us to compare matrices of different shapes.
Continuous set [0, 1]2 . We compare our inference
method to the best diagonal DPP Lη∗ = η ∗ I, where
η ∗ ∈ R maximizes the log-likelihood.
Items set, X = {1, . . . , V }. We compare our infer-
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Table 1: Examples Of Reviews With Extracted Summaries (Of Size l = 5 Sentences) Colored In Blue.
Review 1
Ate here once each for dinner and Sunday brunch. [Dinner was great.] [We got a good booth seat and
had some tasty food.] I ordered just an entree since I wasn’t too hungry. The guys ordered appetizers and
salad and I couldn’t resist trying some. The risotto with rabbit meatballs was so good. [Corn soup, good.]
[And my duck breast, also good.] I was happy. [The sides were good too.] Potatoes and asparagus.
Came back for Mother’s Day brunch. Excellent booth table at the window, so we could watch our valeted
car. Pretty good service. Good food. No complaints.
Review 2
This will be my 19 month old’s first bar. :D I came here with a good friend and my little guy. We shared the
double pork chop and the Mac n Cheese. [The double pork chop was delicious.....] [Huge portions
and beautifully prepared vegetables.] [What a wonderful selection of butternut squash, spinach,
cauliflower and mashed potato.] We were very impressed with the chop, meat was tender and full of
flavor. [The mac n cheese, was okay.] I would definitely go back for the pork chop... might want to try
the fried mushrooms too. [Place surprisingly was pretty kid friendly.] The bathroom actually had a
bench I could change my little guy!
ence method to the Picard iteration on full matrices
proposed by [25]. As they only consider the scenario
where all the observations are drawn from the same
DPP, we only compare to our method in that case.
6.3

Results

Continuous set [0, 1]2 . We present the difference
in log-likelihood between the inferred model and the
model that generates the data as a function of the iterations in Figure 2. The comparison between the resulting kernel and the kernel that generates the data is
presented in Appendix A. We observe that our model
performs significantly better than the η ∗ I kernel and
converges to the the true log-likelihood.
Items set & exponential set. We present the
difference in log-likelihood and the distance of embeddings U between the inferred model and the
model that generates the data as a function of the
rank r of the representation in Figure 3 for both
ground sets X = {1, . . . , V } and X = {0, 1}V . For
set X = {0, 1}V , results for observations generated
from the same DPP (i.e., with a single θ for the whole dataset) are presented in Appendix D as we recover the parameter U ∗ with the same precision for
any regularization coefficient λ. We observe that the
penalization may deteriorate the performance in terms
of log-likelihood but significantly improves the quality of the recovered parameters. In practice, as our
penalization R induces sparsity we recover sparse θ
when r > r∗ . For both ground sets, the parameter U ∗
that generated the data is recovered for r∗ < r < V .
In matrix factorization, increasing the size of the factors leads to fewer or no local minima [14], which is
consistent with our results.
For the items set X = {1, . . . , V }, while the datasets
are generated with r∗ = 5, we observe that the pa-

rameter U ∗ is only recovered when we optimize with
r ≥ 30. We observe that our method performs better than the Picard iteration of [25] in terms of loglikelihood. The Picard iteration updates the full matrix L without tradeoff between the rank and the closeness of spanned subspaces (conveyed by D(U, U ∗ )).
For the exponential set X = {0, 1}V , r∗ = 2 and the
parameter U ∗ is recovered for r ≥ 6.
Real dataset. Summaries with l = 5 sentences of two
reviews are presented in Table 1. The corresponding
embeddings U are presented in Appendix E. We observe that our method is able to extract sentences that
describes the opinion of the user on the restaurant. In
particular, the sentences extracted with our method
convey commitment of the user to aspects (food, service,...) while other sentences of the reviews only describe the context of the meal.

7

Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a new class of DPPs that
can be run on a huge number of items because of a
specific low-rank decomposition. This allowed parameter learning for continuous DPPs and new applications such as document modelling and summarization.
We apply our model on exponential set X = {0, 1}V
to model documents, it would be interesting to apply
our inference to the infinite ground set X = NV as suggested in the paper. We would also like to study the
inference in continous exponential set X = RV using
our decomposition.
While we focused primarily on DPPs to model diversity, it would also be interesting to consider other
approaches based on submodularity [8, 9] and study
the tractability of these models for exponantially large
numbers of items.
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